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October 2, 2008
Mr. Mitch Krebs
C/o Titan Fuel Tanks
PO Box 2225
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403
Hi Mitch,
I would like to thank you for calling and bringing to my attention the changes
Titan Fuel Tanks have made in their product. After our discussion the new
Generation V super size tank at 62 gallons for my 2008 GMC Crew-cab Longbed 4X4 is outstanding. Having installed a Titan Fuel Tank in my 2004 GMC
Crew-cab Short-bed back in October of 2004 (52 Gallons) I became very spoiled
when it came to distances I could travel before purchasing more fuel. While
not having to spend the extra time to fuel more often and the security of
making it to the next station was great, the ability to shop for better fuel prices
on route saved me money as well as the time.
I had just purchased the new truck when you called and it is a blessing to have
the 62 gallons on board now. Just last week I was able to go the distance to
another station and save $20.00 on just one fill. When buying in larger
quantities those nickels and dimes add up quick. After our talk the tank was
delivered quickly, all parts and instructions were included. When installing the
tank I found the instructions were clear and made the installation easy and
strait forward. The changes made on your new tanks are great. A few of the
items are the solid construction, a great seal at the sending unit, the low fuel
sump, and the large vents with connectors. These items combined make the
Titan Fuel Tank a must have accessory. When I filled the tank there was
almost no burping to be done do to the excellent ventilation system. The Titan
Fuel Tank, Generation V, is a fantastic product, strong, well designed, lighter
than metal, no areas to rust and it holds lots of juice.
Thanks again for the call and I look forward to many happy miles knowing I
have choices when it comes to purchasing fuel.
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